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,'   , '                                 When the line density at Q is given by a single term of the series (1), it is
[I                                 evident from (2) that En represents the line density of the ring at the point where the
radius vector OP cuts the ring.
Finally, the potential for the whole ring is  found by adding together the
*                                     potentials for the separate terms of the series (1).
Ex.    The density of a thin stratum, on a right circular cylinder of radius a, is ,1 ' I                     /      proportional to the distance from a plane through the axis, and its greatest value is
*    ,                .-,./         D.   Prove that the potential at any point P is 27ra2D£/r2 or 2?rD£ according as P I                 ;    "            is outside or inside, where | and r are the distances of P from the given plane and |,                       ,        '"' from the axis respectively.
p                 ^              59.    Systems of particles.    If a particle of mass m/ travel
V / from a position at which the potential is zero along any path to any assigned position Bl7 it is clear from what precedes that the work done by the attracting forces is Fam/, where Vl is the potential at B^ If & second particle m2' travel from a position of zero potential to the position jB2, it is clear that the additional work is F2m2, where F2 is the potential at J?2 of the same attracting forces.
Generalizing this, let there be two systems of particles; let the masses''^oftneTirst"Te mlt m.2, fee., and let these be situated at the points AI, AZ) &c. Let the masses of the second be m/, M/; &c. and let these be situated at the points Blt B,2) &c. Let Fx, F,, &c. be the potentials of the first system at B1} B», &c.; F/, F/, &c. the
i                      potentials of the second system at Al9 A.2) &c.   Let us also suppose
that each particle of either system acts on all the particles of the other, but does not attract any particle of its own system. The work done by the attracting forces in moving the particles of the second system from positions of zero potential to their assigned
•                      positions is               W = Fx m{ -f F,m.f 4-...
'i                      In the same way the work of bringing the particles of the first
!',                      system from positions of zero potential to the positions A1} A<2, &c.
under the influence of the attracting forces of the second system is,
If r12 be the distance between the particles m1} m,2) and rzl that between the particles m>>> '//A/, and so on, the values of the potentials F1} F/ are
F, = ^ + ^ + &c.;      F/ = '^- + ^ + &c.
ru     ''a                           ru      r12
Substituting, we find that each of the expressions If, W is
equal to        !^ + '^^L + ^< +      =
-

